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RESUME

ABSTRACT

This document reports IRSN comments on the specific criterion of maintenance of a coolable geometry,
which was retained in the proposed rule language 50.46a but was removed from the proposed rule
50.46c in favor of specific modeling requirements.

Also provided are additional elements of the related discussions held in France in the frame of the on-
going revision of LOCA safety requirements.
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I FOREWORD
This document reports IRSN comments on the specific criterion of maintenance of a coolable
geometry, which was retained in the proposed rule language 50.46a but was not retained in
the proposed rule 50.46c in favor of specific modeling requirements.
Also provided are additional elements of the related discussions held in France in the frame
of the on-going revision of LOCA safety requirements.
This document is part of the technical bilateral exchanges between IRSN and NRC in relation
to LOCA transients and especially LOCA requirements and criteria.

For readers not familiar with the main items that mark the differences between the proposed
versions 50.46a and 50.46c of the 10CFR50.46 rule with respect to the current version, it
may be useful to briefly summarize as follows:

*. The current § 50.46 (Acceptance criteria for emergency core cooling systems for light-
water nuclear power reactors) of the Code of Federal Regulation, contains 4 sections :

* (a) contains (1) generic requirements of the ECCS and of the evaluation of its
cooling performance, (2) indication of possible restrictions on reactor operation,
and (3) prescription to estimate the effect of change to or error in an acceptable
evaluation model;

* (b) contains the five well-known acceptance criteria;

* (c) contains the generic definitions of (1) LOCAs (with a break size up to a double-
ended rupture of the largest pipe in the reactor coolant system) and (2) an
evaluation model;

* (d) indicates that the requirements of § 50.46 are in addition to any other
requirements applicable to ECCS set forth in 10CFR50, including in particular
Criterion 35 of Appendix A.

The § 50.46 is presently applied in United-States.

• The existing S 50.46a concerns the Acceptance criteria for reactor coolant venting
systems and will be redesignated as S 50.46b.

4. The proposed rulemaking would include risk-informed changes to ECCS technical
requirements, currently designated as S 50.46a in the final rulemaking package. In
this rulemaking package, § 50.46(a) is amended by adding an introductory paragraph
and slightly revising paragraph (a)(1)(i) of the current version of § 50.46. The main
evolution is the addition of a new § 50.46a (Alternative acceptance criteria for
emergency core cooling systems for light-water nuclear power reactors) which
introduces the Transition break size (TBS) and the different ECCS performance
requirements for break sizes up to or above the TBS. In the rule package proposed in
December 2010 for Commission adoption, the ECCS acceptance criteria for LOCAs
involving breaks at or below the TBS are still identical to those in the current § 50.46.

o. The § 50.34 (Contents of application; technical information) has been amended to
include the alternative choice in the preliminary and final analysis and evaluation of
ECCS performance for facilities whose operating licenses were issued at an appropriate
date:

§ 50.34(a)(4)(i) and S 50.34(b)(4)(i): Analysis and evaluation of ECCS cooling
performance following postulated LOCAs must be performed under the
requirements of either § 50.46 or § 50.46a ...

I RS IJ Ce document est La propri•6t de L'IRSN et ne peut pas 6tre communiqu6, reproduit ou utilis6 sans son autorisation ecrite prealabte.
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4- The recently proposed rule on performance-based changes to ECCS requirements and
cladding acceptance criteria, currently referred to as § 50.46c rulemaking will mainly
consist to:

" replace the prescriptive analytical limit 17% ECR in the current § 50.46 (b) by the
requirement of maintaining sufficient post-quench ductility in a zirconium alloy
cladding;

* add a performance-based requirement to preclude breakaway oxidation to avoid
cladding embrittlement and gross failure;

* establish fuel design specific modelling requirements necessary in addition to the
generic ECCS evaluation model requirements: (i) consideration of the oxygen
diffusion from the cladding inside surface, (ii) evaluate the thermal effect of crud
and oxide layers)

At the end of phased implementation period for performance-based cladding requirements,
the S 50.46c will be redesignated as S 50.46.

I RS[•1 Ce document est ta proprit6 de I'IRSN et ne peut pas atre communiqu6, reproduit ou utilis6 sans son autorisation 6crite preatabte.
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2 PROPOSED RULE LANGUAGE 10 CFR 50.46a
The Supplemental proposed Rule published in the Federal Register / Vol. 74, No. 152 on
August 10, 2009 [1] indicates in section V.D.2 :

"ECCS acceptance criteria in § 50.46a(e)(3) for breaks at or below the TBS would be the
same as those currently required in § 50.46. Therefore, licensees would be required to
use an approved methodology to demonstrate that the following acceptance criteria are
met for the limiting LOCA at or below the TBS:

* PCT less than 2200 °F;

* Maximum local cladding oxidation (MLO) less than 17 percent;

" Maximum hydrogen production- core wide cladding oxidation less than one percent;

" Maintenance of coolable geometry; and

* Maintenance of long-term cooling.

Commensurate with the lower probability of occurrence, the acceptance criteria in §
50.46a(e)(4) for breaks larger than the TBS would be less prescriptive:

* Maintenance of coolable geometry, and

" Maintenance of long-term cooling.

The revised proposed rule would allow licensees flexibility in establishing appropriate
metrics and quantitative acceptance criteria for maintenance of coolable geometry. A
licensee's metrics and acceptance criteria must realistically demonstrate that coolable
core geometry and long-term cooling will be maintained. Unless data or other valid
justification criteria are provided, licensees should use 2200'F and 17 percent for the
limits on PCT and MLO, respectively, as metrics and quantitative acceptance criteria for
meeting the rule. Other less conservative criteria would be acceptable if properly
justified by licensees.

(...)Because of the difficulty in demonstrating alternative metrics, the NRC is requesting
stakeholder comments on whether the final § 50.46a rule should retain the coolable
geometry criterion for beyond-TBS breaks. Retaining coolable geometry would give
licensees the option to demonstrate alternative coolable geometry metrics or use the
current metric (2200 'F PCT and 17 percent MLO). If the NRC removed the coolable
geometry criterion, the beyond- TBS acceptance criteria would be the same as the
acceptance criteria for TBS and smaller breaks (2200 'F PCT and 17 percent MLO). The
NRC will evaluate stakeholder comments on this question before deciding which beyond-
TBS acceptance criteria to include in the final rule. (= Specific Topic No. 3 Identified for
Public Comment in Section VI)"

Comments by IRSN:

The previous questioning raised by NRC could appear as somewhat indicative of some possible
loss of a clear distinction between the roles of the different ECCS criteria that has grown
progressively since their issuance in 1973. In the above paragraph, the rule language assigns
the same purpose to the embrittlement criteria (PCT, MLO) and to the criteria of maintaining
a coolabLe geometry, which leads to the proposal of replacing the latter non quantitative one
by the two formers that are usually easily calculable in LOCA analyses. This, from IRSN point
of view, raises some consistency questions:

o:* For design-basis LOCAs (break size s TBS) the 50.46a requirements keep identical to the
existing requirements, with the five original ECCS criteria adopted in 1973. It's therefore
clear that, in these requirements, the acceptance criteria of maintenance of coolable
geometry is not redundant with the embrittlement criteria (on PCT and ECR) even if
these two latter criteria aim to finally maintain a coolable geometry by precluding a large
fragmentation of the fuel rod cladding after high temperature oxidation and quenching.

I RSI•1 Ce document est [a propri~t6 de t'IRSN et ne peut pas ktre communiqu6, reproduit ou utilise sans son autorisation ecrite prealable.
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In fact, the criteria of maintenance of a coolable geometry aims to preserve a sufficient
core-coolant flow area to ensure core cooling after the clad ballooning phase (most
typical for large breaks scenarios), thus well before the cladding embrittlement phase.
This distinction between preserving coolant flow area and preserving cladding ductility
was well recognized in the evaluation of potential Risk-Informed options detailed in the
Feasibility Study of a Risk-Informed alternative to 10 CFR 50.46, Appendix K and GDC
35 [2]. The Table 5-1 of this study, reproduced in full below, separates clearly the two
requirements in Option 8:

Option Description

Spectrum of breaks:

1 LBLOCA Redefinition Permit each plant to define a maximum design-basis LOCA size based on LBB
and probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) analyses performed in accordance
with NRC-approved methods and assumptions.

ECCS Functional Reliability:

2 Modify Design-Basis LOCA- Drop the requirement that LOOP be postulated in larger, more unlikely design-
LOOP Assumptions basis LOCAs.

3 Use Reliability Analyses in Permit the use of ECCS reliability and LOCA frequency information to establish
Lieu of Single Failure ECCS reliability requirements in lieu of the single failure criterion.
Criterion for ECCS

ECCS Evaluation Models:

4 Relax Excessive Appendix K Revise Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 to permit excessively conservative
Conservatisms features (e.g., decay heat and cladding oxidation models) to be replaced by more

realistic ones.

5 Make Best-Estimate ECCS Apply advanced methods to accelerate uncertainty analyses (and potentially
Performance Analyses Less model reviews) for best-estimate evaluations of ECCS performance.
Burdensome

6 Propagate Uncertainty in Permit uncertainties in large-break size and location to be addressed along with
LBLOCA Size & Location and in the same manner as uncertainties in other inputs to best-estimate ECCS

evaluation models.

7 Enable Best-Estimate Enable licensees to evaluate ECCS performance using best-estimate code
Analyses with Approved predictions with NRC-approved allowances added to account for uncertainties.
Uncertainty Increments

ECCS Acceptance Criteria:

8 Modify ECCS Acceptance Replace the current prescriptive ECCS acceptance criteria in 10 CFR 50.46
Criteria with a performance-based requirement to -demonstrate adequate post-

quench cladding ductility and adequate core-coolant flow area to ensure
that the core remains amenable to cooling, and for the duration of the
accident, maintain the calculated core temperature at an acceptably low
value and remove decay heat. Permit demonstration of adequate post-
quench ductility through testing as a performance-based alternative to the
current acceptance criteria for peak cladding temperature and maximum
oxidation.

Table 5-1 Summary of Potential Risk-Informed Options

IRS -•j Ce document est La propri6t6 de L'IRSN et ne peut pas 6tre communiqu6, reproduit ou utitis6 sans son autorisation 6crite prealable.
This document is the property of IRSN and shall not be disseminated, copied or used without its prior formal approval
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This was then recalled in the staff recommendations of the SECY-01 -0133 document p3"
The staff recommends that rulemaking should be undertaken to change the current
50.46. These changes would include:
1. Replace the current prescriptive ECCS acceptance criteria in 50.46 with a
performance-based requirement. This requirement would, one, demonstrate adequate
post-quench cladding ductility and adequate core-coolant flow area to ensure that
the core remains amenable to cooling, and, two, for the duration of the accident,
maintain the calculated core temperature at an acceptably low value and remove decay
heat...

The main difficulty, as was underlined several times by IRSN in past LOCA meetings or
workshops, is that the demonstration of an adequate core-coolant flow area to ensure that
the core remains amenable to cooling is not effectively addressed in LOCA analyses. The
current criterion of maintaining a coolable geometry, which remains not quantitative since its
original issuance, is usually considered as implicitly met based on:

- the results of past experiments on clad ballooning and flow blockage in fuel bundles,
from which the NUREG-630 report concluded on a maximum flow blockage of 71%,

- the results of past experiments on the coolability of partially blocked rod bundles,
where it appeared that a 90% flow blockage remained coolable,

However, IRSN considers that the coolability of partially blocked regions still remains a
pending question, due to:

- the lack of any ballooning/blockage bundle experiment with irradiated fuel rods,
- the lack of sufficient results from coolability experiments with account of fuel

relocation (see IRSN SOAR part 2 [4]).

The demonstration of the core coolability is limited to the calculation of the clad
temperature evolution, usually with 1D thermal-hydraulic modeling and without account of
the local flow blockage; the verification of the PCT<1204°C criterion, together with the ECR
criterion, is then considered sufficient to conclude that the maintenance of coolable
geometry criterion is met over the whole LOCA transient. However IRSN considers that, from
a technical point of view, such a demonstration is not fully satisfying. A more reliable
demonstration should be based on calculations using a best-estimate description of the 3D
thermo-mechanic and thermal-hydraulic behaviors. Based on experimental results and on
calculations with such a 3D description, coolability limits could be defined and then verified
in the safety analysis. However, IRSN admits that this approach consisting in demonstrating
the coolability of a flow blockage zone requires the availability of experimental results
(including a wide range of tests regarding the coolability of a fuel bundle) and of a validated
model able to simulate 3D thermo-mechanic and thermal-hydraulics phenomena, which is a
difficult and long term task.

Moreover, it should be reminded that the PCT and MLO (or ECR) criteria were issued from ring
compression tests for the determination of limits on Zircaloy high temperature oxidation so as
to preserve a residual ductility sufficient to preclude the clad fragmentation upon quench and
post-quench loads. Therefore, these metrics have not been established to quantify the
maintenance of coolable geometry that could be impaired as a result of a large ballooning
and flow blockage.

For beyond design-basis LOCAs (break size > TBS) the proposed 50.46a rule reduces the
requirements to the maintenance of coolable geometry and maintenance of long-term
cooling. The lack of limits on PCT and MLO leads to the need of a quantification of the
maintenance of coolable geometry criterion, in order to allow the verification of its
fulfillment in the prescribed analysis. However, allowing licensees flexibility in establishing

I RS 13 Ce document est La proprikt6 de VIRSN et ne peut pas 6tre communiqu6, reproduit ou utilis6 sans son autorisation ecrite prealable.
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appropriate metrics and acceptance criteria for maintenance of a coolable geometry could
likely introduce some variability among proposals from various licensees, which could finally
lead to heterogeneous safety demonstrations. Furthermore, if such a quantification of the
maintenance of coolable geometry criterion was established, this quantification should
logically be also applied for design-basis LOCAs with breaks below and up to the TBS.

Furthermore, for large break LOCAs, with a lower pressure in the primary circuit during the
ballooning phase, a larger ballooning and flow blockage can be expected. Therefore, the
demonstration of core cooLabiLity is even more important for large break LOCAS and IRSN
considers that retaining the coolable geometry criterion in the final §50.46a rule for
beyond TBS breaks is even more justified than for small breaks (below TBS).

For lack of a valid justification with alternative metrics, the use of the limits on PCT and MLO
as metrics and acceptance criteria for meeting the requirement would mean that the ECCS
criteria remain identical over the whole break spectrum up to the double-ended guillotine
break, which appears contrary to the intent of the 50.46a revision where the prescriptive
level of the ECCS criteria for breaks larger than the TBS would be reduced (commensurate
with the lower probability of occurrence).

I RSIC] Ce document est La proprikt6 de V'IRSN et ne peut pas 6tre communique, reproduit ou utilis6 sans son autorisation 6crite pr6alabte.
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3 PROPOSED RULE 10 CFR 50.46c

In the recently released proposed rule 10 CFR 50.46c , which specifically addresses the
performance-based acceptance criteria of the ECCS, § 50.46c(d)(1) defines the ECCS
generic performance criteria in terms of:

(i) analytical limits on core temperature during and following the LOCA event, and

(ii) availability of coolant to remove the decay heat of long-lived radioactivity.

The ECCS performance demonstration is addressed in § (d)(2) which specifies:

(i) the use of realistic evaluation model, or alternatively

(ii) an evaluation model in conformance with the features of Appendix K models,

(iii) the requirement that the ECCS evaluation model must address calculated changes
in core geometry and must consider those factors that may alter localized coolant
flow or inhibit delivery of coolant to the core,

(iv) the requirement that ECCS performance must be demonstrated for sufficient range of

postulated LOCAs and for the accident and post-accident recovery period,

(v) specific modeling requirements for fuel designs uranium oxide or mixed U-Pu oxide

pellets within Zr-alloy cladding, as indicated in § (g)(2) :

§ 50.46c(g) addresses specifically the fuel system designs: uranium oxide or mixed U-Pu
oxide pellets within cylindrical Zr-alloy cladding, with

(1) Fuel performance criteria requirements:

(i) Peak cladding temperature: shall not exceed 22007F

(ii) Cladding embrittlement: analytical limits on PCT and integral time at
temperature shall be established which correspond to the measured ductile-
brittle transition for the Zr-alloy cladding material,

(iii) Breakaway oxidation: limit on a total accumulated time above a temperature
above which the Zr-alloy has been shown to be susceptible to breakaway
oxidation,

(iv) Maximum hydrogen generation,

(v) Long-term cooling: an analytical limit on long term PCT shall be established
which corresponds to the measured ductile-brittle transition for the Zr-alloy

cladding material, and the calculated maximum fuel element temperature shall
not exceed the established analytical limit.

(2) Fuel system modeling requirements:

(i) Consideration of oxygen diffusion from the cladding inside surfaces if an oxygen
source is present on the inside surfaces of the cladding at the onset of the LOCA,

(ii) Evaluation of the thermal effects of crud and oxide layers.

IRSN Comments

For fuel designs with cylindrical Zr-alloy cladding, the fuel performance criteria of the
proposed 10 CFR 50.46c revised rule would no more include the criterion of
maintenance of a coolable geometry which is present in the current § 50.46 ECCS
acceptance criteria as well as in the proposed § 50.46a Risk-Informed ECCS acceptance
criteria over the whole range of break sizes. This appears surprising in consideration of
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the maintaining of the Long term cooling criterion which is also present in current the S
50.46 and in the proposed § 50.46a acceptance criteria. Moreover, the Long term cooling
criterion should be demonstrated by meeting an analytical limit on the calculated
maximum fuel element temperature, which is not specified in the Long term cooling
criterion of § 50.46 and 50.46a. This analytical limit, indicated as to correspond to the
measured ductile-brittle transition for the Zr-atloy cladding material is very similar, in
nature, to the PCT criterion used to ensure a residual ductility after high temperature
evolution. Thus, it could have been expected a similar consideration for the criterion of
maintenance of a coolable geometry, in relation to the questioning of the Topic No 3 of
Requested comments on the final 50.46a rule and on the final response given by NRC in
the SECY-10-161 (see Attachment 1).

However, a key point in the proposed 50.46c rule is the addition of the § (d)(2)(iii)
modeling requirement which specifies that the ECCS evaluation model must address
calculated changes in core geometry and must consider those factors that may alter
localized coolant flow or inhibit delivery of coolant to the core. The fulfillment of this
requirement involves taking properly into account the behavior of the fuel rods thermo-
mechanics, including the contact between neighbor rods and axial propagation of the
cladding deformation that may lead to significant flow blockages, as well as the local
thermal-hydraulics including the by-pass of vapor, the inertial penetration and falling
back of droplets in the partially blocked sub-channels, etc... Such a description requires a
3D best-estimate calculation tool which must be validated through code-to-data
comparisons over a sufficient range of representative conditions (an approach difficult to
develop in the short term).An alternative approach could be the quantification of
sufficient penalties relative to phenomena (such as contacts between neighbor rods) not
taken into account in the current models used in the safety analysis.

If the previous modeling requirement is reliably fulfilled, either with a 3D best-estimate
validated code or thanks to conservative approaches based on penalties, then the
compliance with the PCT criterion (< 2200°F) may be considered as sufficient to ensure
the maintenance of a coolable geometry after fuel rods ballooning and flow blockage.
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4 RELATED DISCUSSIONS IN FRANCE
The question of an acceptable demonstration of the maintenance of coolable geometry
was also widely discussed in France at the Advisory Committee for Nuclear Reactors
meeting held on May 6, 2010 and in the EDF/IRSN technical meetings that were held to
prepare this Committee meeting.

Independently of the timeframe of the on-going revision, IRSN summarized its technical
position as the result of a detailed review of the existing technical basis:
- Concerning the formation of a flow blockage, even if many sources of axial and

azimutal temperature heterogeneities do exist that are expected to limit the local
cladding deformations, the contacts between neighbor rods would tend to re-
homogenize the temperature in a plane section and extend the deformation in the
axial direction. In addition, even if the rod axial power profile likely influences the
localization of the axial peak deformation, axial power profiles on neighbor rods will
likely induce peak deformations at similar axial locations, which could favor a
significant coplanar blockage. Therefore, based on its analysis, IRSN considers that the
possibility of formation of relatively coplanar and axially extended flow blockages
cannot be excluded.

- Concerning the coolability of a partially blocked zone, the detailed review of the
experiments performed in the 80s has allowed to identify, in separate tests series, the
main parameters that influence the cooling process in the blocked zone; but the
results of these experiments do not allow to derive a limiting coolable geometry,
(mainly due to the use of axially uniform heating elements which did not permit to
take account of the fuel relocation in the balloons). Therefore, IRSN concludes that
the existing experimental basis is presently insufficient to support the analysis of the
coolability of a flow blockage zone in an irradiated PWR assembly.

Two different approaches for a demonstration of the maintenance of coolable geometry
were discussed:

a) A predictive approach of the coolability of a partially blocked zone, supposed to be
the bounding case, based on the comparison of parameters characterizing this blocked
zone and the thermal-hydraulic conditions with limits issued from parametric tests.

(To some extent, the requirement to demonstrate an adequate core-coolant flow area
in Option 8 of the Risk-Informed options listed in SECY-O1-0133 was relevant of such
an approach.)

In consideration of the coolability experiments performed in the 80s, the geometric
parameters could be the flow blockage ratio, the blockage length, and the thermal-
hydraulic conditions could include the coolant pressure, inlet velocity, inlet
subcooling, etc...

b) A calculation of the effective cooling of the hottest rod at the hottest axial elevation,
as demonstrated by the temperature keeping below a given maximum limit and with a
limited integral time at high temperature. From EDF point of view, the current limits
on PCT and ECR that ensure the preservation of a residual cladding ductility after the
high temperature transient appear sufficient to demonstrate the maintenance of
coolable geometry. This is currently the approach followed by EDF to demonstrate the
core coolability, with use of the CATHARE-Large Break code (1D modeling).

If possible, IRSN would favor a predictive approach, based on the results from past and
complementary coolability experiments with the support of an advanced simulation tool
(typically a 3D multi-rod tool such as the DRACCAR code developed by IRSN). In such an
approach, a coolability limit would be established (for instance in terms of blockage rate
and axial extension or in terms of a maximum temperature difference between the
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blocked and the by-pass zones), as a function of the blockage geometry and the local
thermal-hydraulic conditions. The advanced simulation would be necessary for a
prediction of coolability beyond the experimental operating limiting conditions (e.g. stop
of the experiment when attaining a maximum operating temperature). However, IRSN
recognized that this approach suffered from some important difficulties in the framework
of the short or mean term revision of the LOCA rutemaking, in consideration of:
- the number of required experiments in order to cover the appropriate range of

thermo-mechanical and thermal-hydraulic representative conditions;

- the time to develop and qualify an industrial version of the advanced simulation tool.

Consequently, within the framework of the next revision of LOCA requirements in France,
IRSN agreed with EDF that the predictive approach could not be retained to demonstrate
the maintenance of a cootabLe geometry.

With respect to the demonstrative approach based on a 1 D calculation of the temperature
evolution of the hottest rod cladding, IRSN underlined that this approach did not allow to
take account of the contacts between neighbor rods, which may result in a coplanar
development and axial extension of the blockage; the calculated temperature excursions
in such blocked regions will thus be underestimated and may exceed the PCT limit.
Finally, the Advisory Committee for Nuclear Reactors followed the IRSN position in
considering that the demonstrative approach was acceptable within the current state of
knowledge, but under the condition that EDF will provide complementary elements that
could ensure that temperature excursions that could result from contacts between
neighbor rods are not likely to impair the preservation of a cooLable geometry. From IRSN
point of view, the influence of fuel fragmentation and relocation, as well as of contacts
between rods must also be taken into account, either explicitly or through well justified
conservative assumptions.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Comments received on Topic No. 3 requested by the NRC

Topic 3: Because of the difficulty in demonstrating alternative metrics, the NRC is
requesting stakeholder comments on whether the final § 50.46a rule should retain the
coolable geometry criterion for beyond-TBS breaks.

Comments sent by NEI and the PWROG

These comments were in agreement to recommend that the option to use the coolable
geometry criterion be retained because it would provide flexibility, could reduce the
analysis scope and cost for beyond TBS compliance, and thus would increase the
likelihood that a licensee could find implementation of the rule to be beneficial. The
NRC agreed with that comment.

Comments sent by Mark Edward Leyse

Mark E. Leyse sent a confuse comment. In the first sentence he stated that the criteria
for beyond TBS breaks should be the same as those of the below TBS domain. In the
next sentence, he claimed that "the criteria of maintenance of coolable geometry and
maintenance of long-term cooling should not be used as a substitute for criteria of
10CFR50.46(b) for beyond-TBS LOCAs, primarily because there are deficiencies in the
ECCS evaluation models used by NRC and nuclear industry that indicate the criteria of
10CFR50.46(b) are non-conservative: thus, using the criteria of maintenance of
coolable geometry and maintenance of long-term cooling would be even more non-
conservative than using the criteria of 1OCFR50.46(b)."

NRC final response
(as given in the Enclosure 4 of the SECY- 10-0161 document issued in December 2010 t5s)

The final rule witl retain the coolable geometry criterion for beyond-TBS breaks so that
licensees will have the opportunity to propose and justify new metrics for this region.
However, until alternative criteria are conclusively demonstrated to ensure core
coolability, the NRC will continue to use the same peak cladding temperature and
maximum local oxidation criteria for below-TBS and beyond-TBS breaks.
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